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About This Game

Download RIFT and enter the vast, magical world of Telara. Experience an unprecedented class system, massive dynamic
battles, and player housing like you’ve never seen before.

BUILD YOUR PERFECT CHARACTER

Create a character and class to fit the way you play. Start by choosing from six races and dozens of unique Souls, each with
hundreds of traits and abilities. Mix and match on the fly and re-specialize anytime you like.

MASSIVE DYNAMIC BATTLES

Telara is a living, dynamic world where chaos can erupt at any moment. Whether you’re battling planar invasions or ancient
titans alongside scores of your fellow Ascended, the next adventure is always near!

DUNGEONS AND RAIDS

In the deep, dark places of Telara, foul creatures breed, scheme, and hoard the treasures of ages. Gather your friends and delve
into dozens of dungeons and raids for groups of 2, 5, 10, and 20 players.
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The game looks very good but the AI needs improvement.. Really good little game, thanks to French Stream Zerator, who make
discover this game at his community :)
pew pew pew. Probably the best RPG of all time, highly recommend.. A well made Riichi Mahjong game with a good variety of
rulesets to choose from. An easy to understand interface with audio and visual indicators make the game accessible even for
people new to the game. The customizable color of the tiles and the board make for a good extra touch.
The biggest issue still seems to be just finding people to play the game online, even though the bot support is also available.
Speaking of the bots, the AI could be a tad bit better, especially when playing with a mix of bots and real players.

Overall the game was a really nice idea, its hard to find a proper Riichi Mahjong game in English. Tenhou is a thing, but that's
in Japanese only.. Weeeell, I don't really recommend this game. It has aged, but not exactly gracefully. It's not horrible either.
But it just isn't really good either.

For 5\u20ac, it's too little. I bought it in the Popcap Bundle, so it was alright, I guess?

Still, for demanding 5\u20ac and then giving you relatively monotonous gameplay... it's too much money. It's just too much for
so little actually happening. That's why I wouldn't recommend buying this game.

Oh, and just for the sake of completion: You play as one of four heroes to save the Iggles, a race of furry little creatures color-
coded and caught in bubbles by some kind of evil force. Yeah. That's the sum of it. You move through a little labyrinth, collect
the Iggles, avoid the baddies, and send the Iggles home with the approrpiate home fields.

And... that's it. For 101 levels in Adventure mode. Yay.. The controller is bugged: it keep on running on the right side of the
screen, making it impossible to play. Very Good, brings back spooky silent hill feelings. Controls are tight, puzzles are able to be
figured out with the clues inside the game without being too easy. Overall would recommend to anyone who is a fan of old
school horror games and owns a vr system.. Loving this game so far, the soundtrack is nice and the story is interesting :D. Pretty
good for $1.50
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I waited a month to review this game but it seems like no update or changes will come anytime soon so I decided to write my
review with my thoughts now.

Good things? Well I like the idea of the plot... and I like the simplistic art-style

Bad things? Well... Considering I have met a bug which makes it impossible to continue to story (seems like others have the
same or similar issue). These type of bugs should be worked at to be fixed ASAP but the creators don't seem interested in fixing
these type of problems.
Looking through their library of games they all follow similar patterns with similar complains and problems with their games.
Don't bother with this one or any of their other games unless you'd like to take a gamble on whether or not you can finish it..
2\/10
What a lovely idea for a game spoiled by something so simple. It chose a sucky resolution for me, and wouldn't let me change it.
As a result, what should have been a beautiful experience looks like fuzzy pizza. DEVELOPERS: always let us choose our own
graphics settings.. don't even waste a single penny on this pile of steaming horse♥♥♥♥♥♥. My interest in playing football
games has decreased in recent years, mainly because of the ineptitude of my favorite team, the Cleveland Browns. I no longer a
hardcore football gamer, but I still enjoy playing from time to time. I was interested in an alternative to Madden that features
lots of modability, so I decided to invest in Axis Football.
The game still has a way to go to be comparable to even last gen football games, though it does play a reasonably fun game of
football. If you're buying this game, you have to think of it as an investment in future versions where the developer is promising
to bring in more features you'd expect in a current gen football game.
My only concerns is that for a game that is supposed to be very mod friendly, the modding community is nearly dead. The only
available mods, NFL and NCAA rosters, were released when the game came out, but there has been next to nothing since. That's
definitely been the most disappointing aspect to me. Also, the amount of news on updates from the developer has seemed to dry
up as well, which makes me nervous that he has already stopped supporting this version to work on next year's.
I'm giving it a recommend because the bones are there for a good football game. Hopefully, a few more updates add in things
like substitutions and more audio modding options and then next year we'll see a more robust game.. All I'm saying is... if
vaccines keep us safe from diseases,

what's going to keep us safe from vampires?. After really liking Ebi-Hime's free VNs on Steam, I had high expectation for this
one.

Sadly... This game never live up to them.

The main characters feels shallow, it's full of otaku references (a turn off for me) and the story is just... Totally not interesting.
The humor really feels forced, the romance too.

I quite forced myself to finish it, in hope of seeing something interesting. Nope!

I can give some points for the cute drawings, the great food drawings AND descriptions. Other than that, meh.

The soundtrack is pretty forgettable too.. Honestly, I know a lot people have that \u2018You can\u2019t beat the classic\u2019
mentality and I totally get it! However, in this case, this one is better than the original. It keeps everything that made the original
great and improves upon the intensity, visuals, violence, and sound to the point where it feels surprisingly real. Plus, a lot of
scenes appear gloriously cinematic. And we\u2019re reintroduced to MacMillan, Soap, and Price! Woooo!
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Sometimes the awesome music can\u2019t be heard over the chaos, and I felt some of the songs didn\u2019t need any
tinkering.

8\/10. Highly underated family game love playong this with my daughter. Good benefit if you don't want your kids to go in VR
because they're not old enough this is a way to interact with them. Hey good job devs. It's what you see: another platformer. If
you didn't already guess, it's VERY heavily based off of the old school Donkey Kong games on the SNES as well as the current
Donkey Kong Country Return game on the Wii. From the special stages, the music, sounds and even the areas you visit. This is
seriously one of those budget games that parents buy kids when they can't afford the real deal so they get the cheap knock off
game instead. Saying that, I still enjoyed the game. I played it from start to finish, got everything that mattered and have no
intention on going back to play it again because there is nothing else after beating the game. I bought it in hopes it'd be a gem
that was overlooked because of how childish it looked but alas, I gambled, I lost. Tis the fun in the betting world. Ah well~. A
supbar experience.

Snarky and cringe-worthy commentary for a game of orbits that you can play on NASA's website for free.
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